
1. Select the right size of the product : 330mm ou 500mm                               

330 mm :
• slate
• flat tile
• interlocking tile

500 mm :  
• flat tile
• curved tile

2. Position the support slat to accomodate the upper part of the Flex alu.

3. Form a pitch as indicated in the following diagram according to the roof 
covering and frames.

Roof pitch(°)
Slat width

implentation (mm)

12 to 16 220

17 to 19 180

20 to 24 150

25 to 50 120

4. The lenght and width of the strip should be sufficent to respect the

overlapping dimensions.
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 Always keep a minimum pitch of  3°
 The support must be cleaned and dust free, to stick  the butyl.
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5. When applying the waterproofing strip over curved tiles, make sure to 
smooth down to the shape of the tile. Make a 20mm fold a the top and 
side as shown in the diagram below, to prevent possible water upwellings.

 In regions of high wind speed , seafront, and  heavy rainfall zones;
it is recommended to apply a plot of glue (suitable for roof 
Covering) every 50 CM.

6. Smooth out the waterproofing strip

1. Layout the waterproofing strip over the entire length and position it approximately. If 
necessary, mark on the tiles with a chalk the lower position to help the waterproofing remain
upright when smoothing it out.

2. Glue gradually the strip on the bottom part on the tiles: take off progressively the protective 
film from the lower butyl strip, and smooth out repeatedly at the same time so that the butyle 
sticks the the curved tile.
Nb : the pleats allows to adapt to different types of curved tiles.

3. Flatten the strip on upper part, so it stays in position on the slats.

4. Glue gradually the strip on upper part of the slat : take off progressively the protective film

from the lower butyl strip, and smooth out repeatedly at the same time.

5. Make a 20 mm fold a the top and bottom of the strip, secure the strip using flashing mounting

brackets.


